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A B S T R A C T

Introduction: Spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 (SCA10) is a hereditary neurodegenerative disorder caused by re-
peat expansions in the ATXN10 gene. Patients present with cerebellar ataxia frequently accompanied by seizures.
Even though loss of cerebellar Purkinje neurons has been described, its brain degeneration pattern is unknown.
Our aim was to characterize the gray and white matter degeneration patterns in SCA10 patients and the asso-
ciation with clinical features.
Methods: We enrolled 18 patients with molecular diagnosis of SCA10 and 18 healthy individuals matched for age
and sex. All participants underwent brain MRI including high-resolution anatomical and diffusion images.
Whole-brain Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) and Voxel-Based Morphometry (VBM) were performed to
identify white and grey matter degeneration respectively. A second analysis in the cerebellum identified the
unbiased pattern of degeneration. Motor impairment was assessed using the SARA Scale.
Results: TBSS analysis in the patient group revealed white matter atrophy exclusively in the cerebellum. VBM
analysis showed extensive grey matter degeneration in the cerebellum, brainstem, thalamus, and putamen.
Significant associations between cerebellar degeneration and SARA scores were found. Additionally, degen-
eration in thalamic GM and WM in the cerebellar lobule VI were significantly associated with the presence of
seizures.
Conclusion: The results show that besides cerebellum and brainstem, brain degeneration in SCA10 includes
predominantly the putamen and thalamus; involvement of the latter is strongly associated with seizures.
Analysis of the unbiased degeneration pattern in the cerebellum suggests lobules VIIIb, IX, and X as the primary
cerebellar targets of the disease, which expands to the anterior lobe in later stages.

1. Introduction

Spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 (SCA10) is an autosomal dominant
ataxia caused by the expansion of an ATTCT pentanucleotide repeat
within the coding region of ATXN1 [1]. In SCA10 patients the nucleo-
tide repeat is polymorphic in the range of 800–4500 ATTCT repeats,
while 10 to 29 repeats are considered normal alleles. The first clinical
descriptions of SCA10 were in families of Mexican ancestry [2], and

subsequent studies pointed to Latin America as the region with the
highest incidence [3,4]. However, subsequent investigations have
shown evidence of SCA10 patients with different origins such as North
America, and East Asia [5,6]. In the same way than other spinocer-
ebellar ataxias (SCAs), SCA10 is characterized by slowly progressive
cerebellar dysfunction such as limb and gait ataxia, dysarthria and
ocular disturbances. The first sign of the disease is usually unbalanced
gait and stance with a variable degree of limb ataxia, which is
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characterized by jerky or uncoordinated movements unexplained by
motor weakness or sensory loss [4]. The clinical diagnosis of SCA10 is
mainly driven by the combination of ataxia and epileptic seizures, most
often generalized motor seizures and complex partial seizures. The
presence of seizures, however, is not generalizable to all SCA10 pa-
tients, e.g. in Mexican cohorts the overall prevalence of seizures is
around 72% [2,4], but the rate of seizures can be as high as 100% in
Peru [7] and Argentina [3], or very rare (~3.75%), as is the case in
Southern Brazil [4,8–10]. Furthermore, it should be noted that seizures
can also be present in other SCA subtypes, such as SCA17 and DRPLA
[11] increasing the difficulty of diagnosis based solely on clinical fea-
tures. Similarly, when SCA10 patients present with pure cerebellar
ataxia without seizures, the etiologic diagnosis may be challenging
given the many shared clinical features with the other SCAs. Thus,
genetic testing for the ATTCT repeat expansion in the ATXN10 gene is
needed as a confirmatory test.

Neuropathological and neuroimaging studies on the neurodegen-
eration pattern in SCA10 are scarce. There is currently only one post-
mortem study on SCA10 showing Purkinje cell loss as the main brain
pathology in this disease [5]. Neuroimaging techniques are powerful
tools in the assessment of degeneration in neurological disorders in-
cluding SCAs [5]. Few studies have made radiological descriptions of
MRI features of SCA10, confirming the original report of vermian and
hemispheric cerebellar atrophy by visual inspection of the MRI in 8
patients [2,6,8]. However, no systematic imaging studies have been
conducted to investigate the extent of SCA10-related neurodegenera-
tion and how it affects specific areas in the whole brain. In particular,
there is no information about the extent of cortical and subcortical
damage resulting from the disease, and its possible correlation with the
clinical phenotype. The purpose of this study is to provide a systematic
characterization of the grey and white matter structural degeneration in
a cohort of SCA10 patients. Hence, we used Voxel-Based Morphometry
(VBM) and Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) of the cerebral grey
matter degeneration and the white matter integrity degradation in a
cohort of Mexican SCA10 patients. Using a novel technique, we also
analyzed the unbiased degeneration patterns of cerebellar grey matter
[12]. Our approach has a dual-prong advantage in comparison to pre-
vious studies: the added power of systematic group analyzes and the
possibility of removing individual variability of the degeneration pat-
terns which are biased by the stage of the disease. The resulting pattern
of degeneration points to a spatial location that is present in all the
patients and possibly the primary target of the mutation. The specific
configuration of the degeneration can provide valuable insight into the
degenerative process in SCA10 and its relationship with the symptoms.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Eighteen patients belonging to 8 families with a confirmed mole-
cular diagnosis of SCA10 participated in this study (9 female, 9 male; all
right-handed; mean age/SD, 49/8.8 years). Ataxia severity was mea-
sured using the Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA)
[13]. The SARA is an eight-item scale that tests gait, stance, sitting, and
speech, as well as the finger-chase test, finger-nose test, fast alternating
movements, and heel-shin test; where higher scores reflect greater
impairment. The control group consisted of 18 healthy volunteers
matched for age and sex to the SCA10 group (see Table 1 for demo-
graphic information and esupp Fig. 1 for pedigree structure, and clinical
and molecular characteristics). All study procedures were conducted
with the approval of and in accordance with the ethical standards of the
committees on human experimentation of the Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de México and the Instituto Nacional de Neurología y Neu-
rocirugía Manuel Velasco Suárez. All participants provided informed
consent before engaging in the research project.

2.2. Image acquisition

All images were acquired using a 3 T Achieva MRI scanner (Phillips
Medical Systems, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) at the Instituto Nacional
de Psiquiatría Ramón de la Fuente Muñiz in Mexico City. The high-
resolution anatomical acquisition consisted of a 3-D T1 Fast Field-Echo
sequence, with TR/TE of 8/3.7 m s, FOV of 256× 256mm, and an
acquisition and reconstruction matrix of 256× 256, resulting in an
isometric resolution of 1×1×1 mm. The DTI sequences consisted of
Single Shot Echo Planar Imaging sequences, acquiring 33 vol of 70 axial
slices (2 mm slice thickness and no separation), one for each of the 32
independent directions of diffusion with b=800 s/mm2 and one cor-
responding to b=0 s/mm2, TR/TE=8467/60m s, FOV 256×256
mm2 and an acquisition and reconstruction matrix of 128×128, re-
sulting in an isometric resolution of 2×2×2 mm3.

2.3. Tract-Based Spatial Statistics

Diffusion images were processed using FSL's Diffusion Toolbox
(FMRIB's Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) [14]. Eddy current
effects were corrected and the diffusion tensor model was adjusted to
generate the fractional anisotropy maps for each participant. The sta-
tistical analysis was done in a voxel-wise manner using the Tract-Based
Spatial Statistics methodology [15]. A two-sample t-test between the
SCA10 and the control group was performed for fractional anisotropy
(FA) using FSL's randomise. Age was included as covariate of no in-
terest. Correction for multiple comparisons was assessed using rando-
mized permutation methods. Only those voxels surviving this correc-
tion at a p value < 0.05 were considered as showing a significant
group difference.

2.4. voxel-based morphometry

Gray matter volume measurements were performed using voxel-
based morphometry (VBM) as implemented on FSL following the
standard procedure [16]. Using the FSL randomise tool, a two-sample t-
test was performed between the SCA10 group and controls. Since prior
studies using imaging measures have described age-associated changes
across the cerebral cortex [17] we included the age data in the model as
variable of no interest. Significance was defined as p < 0.05 after
correcting for multiple comparisons using the randomized permutation
method [18].

2.5. Associations between the degeneration and clinical scores

To find associations between the degeneration and the clinical
scores, we used two approaches: a) for the FA we computed the average
value of a 6mm sphere centered at the local maxima of each significant
cluster from the group comparison; b) for the GM we used the voxels
included in the significant group differences. Then we calculated the

Table 1
Demographic, clinical and genetic features of the eighteen study participants
with SCA10.

SCA10 patients
n= 18

Healthy controls
n=18

Age, years (mean ± SD) 49.2 ± 8.9 55.6 ± 10.7
Gender F:M 9:9 9:9
Disease duration (mean ± SD) 19.8 ± 7.6 n/a
Disease onset (mean ± SD) 31.5 ± 5.9 n/a
SARA score (mean ± SD) 19.4 ± 6.7 n/a
Seizures, n(%) 11 (61.0%) n/a
(ATTCT)n range 1610–3800 n/a

SARA: Scale for the Assessment and Rating of Ataxia22; F: Female; M: Male. Exp:
(ATTCT)n repeat in pathogenic, expanded range; n/a: not applicable.
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correlation between the imaging values and the SARA score, as well as,
the presence of seizures (after controlling for the age). Due to the binary
nature of the presence of seizures, we performed a t-test between pa-
tients with and without seizures. For visualization purposes, the data is
presented as scatter or box plots next to the corresponding MRI images.

2.6. Degeneration signature

VBM is a powerful tool to investigate the grey matter degeneration
in patients compared to healthy subjects; however, the resulting para-
metric map shows brain areas in which the intensity of the grey matter
is significantly different between groups. These VBM maps are useful to
reveal all brain areas that are affected in a particular cohort, but they
are skewed by patients with larger amounts of degeneration obscuring
the primary target of the disease at the early stage. The degeneration
signature normalizes the amount of degeneration of each patient con-
trolling by his/her overall amount of cerebellar damage, thus pena-
lizing patients with a large amount of degeneration. The resulting
average degeneration map reveals the underlying pattern at the initial
stage, making it possible to differentiate between different subtypes of
SCAs [12]. The degeneration signature analysis was performed using
MATLAB 2018b (The Mathworks, Inc Natick, MA). In summary, the
following analysis steps were taken: isolation of the cerebellum from
the rest of the brain, normalization to the SUIT template [19], adjust-
ment of the intensity of the cerebellar grey matter based on brain size,
estimation of the mean degeneration of each patient, and computation
of the average of the corrected grey matter maps. For further details,
see Hernandez-Castillo et al. [12]. All analyses were computed within
the volume, but for visualization purposes, the data was projected into
the SUIT flatmap [20].

3. Results

In order to expand the current knowledge of the degenerative pro-
cess of SCA10, we used VBM and TBSS to systematically assess whole-
brain abnormalities and the SUIT toolbox to further analyze the cere-
bellar cortex. We also explored associations between the structural
measurements and the clinical scores.

3.1. Tract-based spatial statistics

TBSS group comparison revealed significant FA decreases in SCA10
patients (Fig. 1A and esupp Table 1). No significant increases were
found in the patients. Further analyses found associations between the
patient's SARA score and the FA in the right cerebellar lobule VI
(r=−0.45, p= 0.049; x= 15, y=−64, z=−33; Fig. 1B) in which
patients with lower FA values had higher SARA score. No other corre-
lations with the SARA score were found. We also found an association
between the presence of seizures and the FA of the cerebellar lobule V
(x=−6, y=−56, z=−20; Fig. 1C) in which patients that have not
presented seizures have higher FA values compared to those that had
seizures (t= 2.82, p=0.012).

3.2. Voxel-based morphometry

The VBM group comparison revealed significant grey matter de-
creases in the cerebellum, brainstem, thalamus, putamen, cingulate and
precentral gyrus (Fig. 1D and esupp Table 2) in SCA10 patients in
comparison to controls. No significant increases were found in the pa-
tient group. The degeneration signature map showed that the grey
matter atrophy in the cerebellum is more prevalent in parts of lobules
VIIIb, IX, and X (Fig. 1F). We found associations between the grey
matter intensity and the SARA score in a number of cerebellar regions
(Fig. 2A), including lobules V(x=7, y=−57, z=−10; r=−0.84,
p < 0.001), VI (x=−34, y=−44, z=−30; r=−0.83,
p < 0.001), left IX (x=−5, y=−54, z=−56; r=−0.75,

p < 0.001), and right IX (x= 7, y=−60, z=−52; r=−0.79,
p < 0.001), as well as in the vermis VIIIa (x=−1, y=−67,
z=−33; r=−0.76, p < 0.001). Patients with lower grey matter
intensity in those cerebellar areas had higher SARA scores. No other
correlations with the SARA score were found. Thalamic degeneration
was associated with the presence of seizures (Fig. 2B), where patients
without seizures showed higher grey matter intensity compared to
those with a history of seizures. This difference was higher in the left
(x=−14, y=−12, z= 10; t= 3.5, p=0.002) than in the right
thalamus (x= 16, y= 28, z= 2; t= 2.5, p=0.025).

4. Discussion

This study is a comprehensive analysis of grey and white matter
degeneration and how it relates to the clinical features in a cohort of
SCA10 patients. The results show significant white matter deterioration
in the cerebellum, brainstem, thalamus, putamen, cingulate, and pre-
central gyrus. There are no previous reports of the patterns of brain
neurodegeneration in sizable groups of SCA10 patients to compare our
findings to, but a post-mortem neuropathological study of one patient
autopsy revealed significant degeneration of the Purkinje cells of the
cerebellum [5]. The results from our unbiased pattern of degeneration
analysis suggest that the cerebellar degeneration starts in the posterior/
floculonodular cerebellum. As expected, the relationship between
neurodegeneration and clinical profile shows an inverse association
between cerebellar integrity and ataxia severity, as measured on the
SARA scale. Additionally, patients with seizures had significant lower
grey matter intensity in the thalamus and loss of integrity of the white
matter in the lobule VI of the cerebellum. Following is a discussion of
these findings.

4.1. White matter abnormalities

TBSS analysis reveals reduced FA of the white matter tracts in the
cerebellum but not in other regions. The FA values were lower in the
anterior cerebellum, which is consistent with reports of other SCA
subtypes including SCA1, SCA2, SCA3, and SCA7 [21,22]; however, in
all those subtypes the abnormalities of the white matter extend to the
brainstem and the cerebral cortex at different levels. These reductions
of the FA values imply disease-related microstructural changes in the
afferent and efferent projections of the cerebellum. Furthermore, the
combination of white matter degeneration and gray matter loss in the
cerebellum results in a variety of clinical motor impairments, including
ataxia and extrapyramidal signs [23]. We found an association between
the ataxia severity and the FA values in the anterior cerebellum, which
included the anterior thalamic radiation and the corticospinal tract. The
degeneration of these main tracts affects the information flow between
the cerebellum and the motor and frontal cortices, which might result
in the loss of coordination and dexterity in this set of patients. Fur-
thermore, we found that SCA10 patients that have seizures also have
lower FA values in areas of lobule VI including the corticospinal tract.
Reduction of the white matter integrity has been reported in different
epileptic disorders, including a significant change of FA in patients with
temporal lobe [24] and idiopathic-generalized epilepsy [25]. Although
our results show evidence of the association between the white matter
integrity and the presence of seizures, further comprehensive studies
might clarify the level of involvement of these structural abnormalities
and the epileptic episodes.

4.2. Grey matter abnormalities

As expected, VBM revealed degeneration of the cerebellum and
brainstem. Further analysis found associations between the degenera-
tion in the anterior regions of the cerebellum and the motor impair-
ment. The anterior lobule of the cerebellum, which communicates with
the motor and premotor cortices via the thalamus, is commonly
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Fig. 1. Structural abnormalities. A) TBSS group comparison between SCA10 patients and healthy controls. Warm colors indicate the white matter tracts showing a
significant decrease of the fractional anisotropy in the SCA10 patients. B) Axial section of the cerebellum showing the area in which we found a significant association
between SARA score and the FA of the thalamic radiation. The scatter plot shows the FA value per patient in the local maxima. C) Coronal section of the cerebellum
showing the area in which we found an association between the presence of seizures and the FA of the corticospinal tract. The bar plot shows the grey matter intensity
of SCA10 patients with and without seizures. D) Axial sections showing VBM group comparison between SCA10 and healthy controls. Warm colors indicate the
regions with a significant decrease of the gray matter intensity in SCA10 patients. E) Sagittal sections of D. F) Degeneration signature of SCA10 in a flat representation
of the cerebellar cortical sheet. Warm colors indicate the unbiased degeneration intensity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Associations between gray matter volume and clinical scores. A) Associations between SARA and VBM grey matter intensity. Warm colors indicate the
cerebellar regions showing significant inverse associations. Scatter plots show the grey matter intensity value per patient in the higher local maxima. B) Associations
between seizures presence and VBM grey matter intensity. Warm colors indicate the regions showing a significant decrease of the gray matter intensity in SCA10
patients in comparison to healthy controls. The bar plots show the grey matter intensity of SCA10 patients with and without seizures. Note the large association
between seizure presence and gray matter intensity in the bilateral thalamus. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)
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degenerated in a number of SCAs, and it is usually associated with
motor impairment in these diseases [12]. The VBM analysis also
showed decreased grey matter in the thalamus, putamen, cingulate, and
precentral gyrus, suggesting that the SCA10 degenerative process is not
confined to the cerebellum and brainstem. Extra-cerebellar degenera-
tion is usually present in different SCA subtypes [26]. For example,
cingulate and precentral gyrus degeneration has been reported in SCA1,
SCA2, SCA3, SCA7, and SCA17 [22,27,28]. Nonetheless, despite the
thalamus showing the highest degeneration after the cerebellum, the
analysis did not find any association between the thalamic grey matter
intensity and the degree of motor impairment. On the other hand, our
results did show that patients with a history of seizures showed more
thalamic degeneration compared to those patients that have not pre-
sented seizures. The thalamus and basal ganglia play important roles in
controlling seizure activity throughout the brain, regardless of the lo-
cation of the epileptogenic focus [29], epileptic seizures are common in
patients with medial thalamic lesions [30]. Similar thalamic degen-
eration has been reported in individual cases or small groups of SCA17
and DRPLA patients that presented seizures [31]. However, due to a
lack of a systematic assessment of the degeneration, these visual in-
spections do not allow a direct comparison with our results. Overall, the
association between the thalamic degeneration and the presence of
seizures in our cohort of SCA10 patients is consistent with the litera-
ture; however, as in other epileptic disorders, it is uncertain whether
the thalamic lesion is the cause or the consequence of the epileptic
activity [30].

The precise mechanisms of neurodegeneration in most SCAs, in-
cluding SCA10, are currently unknown. The SCA10 pentanucleotide
repeat expansion is an RNA-mediated gain of function mutation.
Initially, it was thought that the mutation resulted in a loss of function,
given that the product of the gene, Ataxin 10, is required for neuronal
survival and may induce outgrowth when overexpressed; however,
ATXN10 transcript levels in SCA10 patients are similar to levels in
normal controls [31]. The intron containing the (ATTCT)n repeat is
spliced out during transcription both in the normal and expanded
range, but when the RNA contains (AUUCU) repeats in the pathogenic
range, the repeat aggregates and sequesters hnRNP K, which in turns
leads to apoptosis in specific neuronal subpopulations [32]. SCA10
mouse models replicating these intra-cytoplasmic aggregates have
shown neuronal loss in the hippocampus, cerebral cortex and pontine
nuclei and a clinical phenotype reminiscent of SCA10 with seizures
[32]. The one autopsy case of a human patient with SCA10 revealed
extensive degeneration and loss of Purkinje cells with early dendritic
degeneration. Additional dendritic atrophy in the dentate nucleus and
neuronal loss in the inferior olivary nuclei were suggested to be a result
of retrograde neuronal loss secondary to the extensive Purkinje cell
degeneration [33].

4.3. Degeneration signature

The VBM group analysis revealed intense degeneration in the
anterior cerebellum including areas of lobules I-VI and posterior areas
in lobule VIII-X. The main difference between the VBM and the de-
generation signature analyses presented herein is, that by controlling
for the severity of the degeneration, the resulting map shows the areas
that are implicated in all patients, regardless of the disease severity or
progression. Therefore, this analysis provides an informed estimate of
the initial pattern of degeneration [12]. After the correction for the
degeneration severity, the area that showed the most degeneration in-
cluded lobules VIII-X. This area of the cerebellum has been also asso-
ciated with motor control, and lesions due to posterior inferior cere-
bellar artery stroke result in balance, gait and limb ataxia [30].
Furthermore, other SCA subtypes analyzed with this technique have
also shown degeneration in lobules IX and X [12]. In comparison, the
degeneration pattern in SCA10 seems to have communalities with
SCA2, SCA3 and SCA7 in the posterior lobule of the cerebellum.

However, SCA10 patients also showed involvement of the crus 1, which
is not observed in the other SCA subtypes. Thus, based on our results we
can suggest that the anterior cerebellar degeneration in SCA10 starts
later in the degenerative process. While the exact mechanisms through
which the SCA10 mutation leads to clinical disease remain unclear, the
degeneration signatures point to areas containing cellular subpopula-
tions that are particularly susceptible to the suggested RNA-mediated
toxicity of the mutant Ataxin 10.

4.4. Strengths and limitations

We did not include the number of ATTCT repeats in our analyses
because SCA10 expansions are very difficult to accurately quantify and
repeat sizes are often estimated rather than precise numbers. In this
cohort, all subjects identified as SCA10 patients had a proven (ATTCT)
repeat within the expanded range, but the specific number of repeats
was not determined in all cases. Furthermore, the detailed features of
the seizures in terms of type, electroencephalographic characteristics,
frequency, and response to treatment were not available for all patients.
Therefore, seizures were included in the analysis only as a dichotomous
variable (present vs. absent). Future studies would gain from correla-
tions with specific features of the seizure phenotype.

The sample size of this study is large for a disease considered very
rare, but all our cases are of Mexican origin and several of them belong
to the same family. Future studies including larger populations of di-
verse origins will enrich the characterization of the degenerative pro-
cess. This is particularly relevant given that there seem to be two sub-
phenotypes of SCA10: the “Mexican SCA10”, also observed in
Argentina, Venezuela, Peru and some areas of Brazil and which is
characterized by high rates of epilepsy; and the originally named
“Brazilian SCA10”, affecting a large number of families in the southern
Brazilian states of Santa Catarina and Parana, who only exceptionally
have seizures [4,9]. Collaborative initiatives between international
health centers and research institutes can make a difference in this
regard.

In conclusion, our systematic characterization of the brain degen-
eration in SCA10 shows specific brain regions where the white or grey
matter degeneration correlates with the severity of ataxia, all of which
are closely related to the movement coordination problems displayed
by SCA10 patients. We also showed that thalamic degeneration could
be associated with the presence of seizures. These findings contribute to
a better understanding of the neural basis of the symptomatology pre-
sented by patients with SCA10.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.parkreldis.2019.08.011.
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